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ABSTRACT The ever-increasing flow of information requires new approaches for high-density data storage (HDDS). Here, we present
a novel solution that incorporates the easily accessible polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) with multistate memory.
The electrical addressable polymer is able to store up to five different memory states, which are stable up to 20 min. The observed
memory states are generated by the optical output signature of the PEDOT deposited on indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass, upon
applying specific electrical inputs. Moreover, the demonstrated platforms can be represented by a general logic circuit, which allows
the construction of multistate memory, such as flip-flops and flip-flap-flop logic circuits.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As early as 1943, it was realized that relays in the first
digital computing devices were actually analogous
to the functioning of neurons and that they could be

imitated by telegraph relays and vacuum tubes (1). The
functioning of the nervous system was even analyzed in
terms of propositional logic (2). The use of molecules in
bottom-up schemes, therefore, might be an attractive ap-
proach for solving (upcoming) problems in information
processing and storage (3). However, this realization took
another 50 years to materialize, when it was discovered, that
molecules could perform mathematical operations, and
thereby mimic the in- and output characteristics of electronic
circuitry (4). Henceforth, the field of molecular logic has
made significant advances and many logic gates and circuits
have been demonstrated (5-7), which are fundamental in
computer design (8). In particular, the formation of organic
memory elements is currently of great interest (9). Ideally,
the next generation of memory elements should be capable
of (i) high-density data storage (HDDS), (ii) fast access time,
(iii) operating at low potentials, and (iv) storing data for
prolonged periods of time.

High-density data storage is of major importance, in order
to cope with the ever-increasing amount of information. As
a result, many new nanostructured materials including
(organic) molecules (9a, 9c), inorganic nanowires (10), and
polymeric materials (11) have been explored as suitable
memory devices. To date, almost exclusively, binary memory

is involved. As suggested, by us and others, an alternative
method is to increase the number of available memory
states (12).

Electrochromic materials are suitable candidates, for the
formation of multistate memory as recently reported (12a).
In this regard, π-conjugated polymers are attractive, since
the absorbance can be controlled upon applying different
potential biases (13). For instance, the absorbance intensity
of the readily available polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene) (PEDOT; Scheme 1) can be systematically varied by
applying different potentials between -0.9 and 1.0 V,
whereupon the color switches from dark blue in the undoped
state to transparent gray in the doped state (Figure S1 and
Scheme S1, Supporting Information) (13).

Moreover, such electrochromic polymers are inexpen-
sive, easy to fabricate and/or process, highly customizable,
robust and work at low potential biases, which make them
suitable for fabricating devices (14). Therefore, such materi-
als can be applied in thin film transistors (OTFTs) (15), light-
emitting diodes (OLEDs) (16), electrochromic displays (ECDs)
(17), electrochromic windows (18), and photovoltaic cells
(19). However, their use as multistate static random access
memory (SRAM), which employs the conventional flip-flop
architecture, has rarely been addressed. Only a few ex-
amples can be found that suggest multilevel data storage in
a dynamic random access memory (DRAM)-like fashion (20).
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Scheme 1. Molecular Structure of the
Poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxythiopene) (PEDOT) Coated
on ITO Employed in This Study
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Here, we demonstrate, for the first time, that the conduc-
tive polymer PEDOT deposited on indium tin oxide (ITO)
coated glass can be used for generating multistate SRAM that
is able to store up to five different states with retention times
up to 20 min (21). This enabled us to store binary, ternary,
quaternary, and quinary digits on a polymer-based film in a
reversible and reconfigurable way. Interestingly, this memory
can be represented by sequential logic circuits that have
multiple parallel cross-coupled set/reset (SR) latches, such
as the flip-flop and the flip-flap-flop. Each successive increase
of one memory state results in the functional integration of
one cross-coupled NOR gate into the circuit. The demon-
strated retention times are equivalent to retention times that
are reported for volatile memory (10a, 11a). Moreover, the
read and write operations are fundamentally different:
optical and electrochemical, respectively. The optical read-
out is nondestructive and allows instantaneous data transfer
and results in increased durability of the memory.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials and Methods. The PEDOT-coated indium tin

oxide (ITO) substrates were produced by electrochemical depo-
sition from solution by a previously reported procedure (13a).
In short, PEDOT was deposited on ITO (working electrode) from
of a solution of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) in aceto-
nitrile with 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate
(TBABF4) as the supporting electrolyte upon applying a potential
of 1.3 V (vs Ag/AgCl) until a charge of 10 mC was reached.
Single-side indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated float glass substrates
(8-12 Ω) were purchased from Delta Technologies (Stillwater,
MN) and were cleaned by rinsing with acetone and alcohol. UV/
vis spectra were recorded on a Cary 100 spectrophotometer
between 200 and 800 nm. TBABF4 was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich and recrystallized twice from H2O before use. Electro-
chemical measurements were performed on a CHI 660A po-
tentiostat with ITO, platinum, and Ag/AgCl as a working,
counter, and reference electrode, respectively. All measure-
ments were carried out in acetonitrile with TBABF4 (0.1 M) as
electrolyte in the multipotential chronoamperometric mode at
298 K unless stated otherwise.

2.2. General Experimental Setup. A typical experimental
setup is as follows: a platinum wire and Ag/AgCl are used as a
counter and reference electrode, respectively. The working
electrode is the PEDOT-coated ITO. The experiment is con-
ducted in the multipotential chronoamperometric mode with
TBABF4 (0.1 M) in acetonitrile as the electrolyte. The chrono-
amperometric mode allows successive potentials to be set for
a specific amount of time, with a desired number of potential
sweeps (cycles), after which the potentiostat will turn off the
potential automatically. When the potential is turned off, the
condition is reached, in which all potentials are absent (for
example, input string; 0 0 0). Note that only one connection to
the ITO is needed because the potentials are not allowed to be
active at the same time. In this way, it is possible to use just
one wire to apply the three different potential values.

2.3. Optical Properties of the PEDOT-Coated ITO as a
Function of the Potential. The PEDOT-coated ITO was oxidized
and reduced by applying double-potential steps, with 1 s
intervals, between -0.60 V and (-0.60 + n0.05) V with n )
1-24. Monitoring the band at λ ) 630 nm resulted in accurate
control over the transparency of the PEDOT-coated film, since
the ∆A (Aox - Ared) is a precise function of the voltage until full
oxidation is achieved. Upon applying a potential between-0.60
and 0.60 V, the PEDOT switches from the undoped state (dark
blue) to the doped state (transparent gray).

2.4. Absorbance Switching between Multiple Potential
Segments. The PEDOT-coated ITO was partially oxidized and
reduced by switching the electrochemical potential between
segmented values. For instance, the absorbance was split into
two regions by applying a double-potential step, with 1 s
intervals, between -0.60 and -0.01 and between -0.01 and
0.60 V, respectively. This resulted in two distinct regions of
absorption values that are highly reproducible. In addition, the
absorption values can further be divided into 3, 4, and 5 regions,
by segmenting the electrochemical potential accordingly.

2.5. Multistate Memory with PEDOT-Coated ITO. In the
multipotential chronoamperometric mode, different memory
states can be generated by applying consecutive electrochemi-
cal potentials for 3 s, with subsequent monitoring of the
absorbance band at λ ) 630 nm. For example, two different
memory states can be generated by applying a potential of
-0.60 and 0.60 for 3 s, in a consecutive order. This was further
utilized to demonstrate three (-0.60, 0.00, and 0.60 V), four
(-0.60, -0.10, 0.15, and 0.60 V) and five (-0.60, -0.15, 0.00,
0.15, and 0.60 V) memory states. This results in a reproducible
platform that is capable of generating binary, ternary, quater-
nary, and quinary digits. The response time of the PEDOT-
coated ITO was calculated by analyzing how much time it takes
to switch between the different states generated by the different
potential values (see Supporting Information).

2.6. 2-State Retention Time of the PEDOT-Coated ITO.
The bit retention time of the PEDOT-coated ITO was investi-
gated by applying double-potential steps, with 3 s intervals,
between -0.60 and 0.60 V, in order to demonstrate reversibil-
ity. Thereafter, the evolution of the absorbance band at λ ) 630
nm was monitored as a function of time, in the absence of any
potential. This experiment was repeated two times with -0.60
and 0.60 V as final potential pulse. Before each experiment, the
electrolyte solution was purged with nitrogen for 20 min, and
during the experiment, a nitrogen flow was maintained above
the electrochemical cell. However, small amounts of doping of
the PEDOT was observed, manifested by small traces of oxygen
present in the solution, as indicated by a 21% decrease in
absorbance after 25 min. Similarly, a small amount (17%) of
undoping was observed after oxidation of the PEDOT-coated
ITO.

2.7. 3-State Retention Time of the PEDOT-Coated ITO.
The trit retention time of the PEDOT-coated ITO was investi-
gated by applying a triple-potential step, with 3 s intervals,
between 0.60, 0.00, and -0.60 V, in order to demonstrate
reversibility. Thereafter, the evolution of the absorbance band
at λ ) 630 nm was monitored as a function of time, in the
absence of any potential. This experiment was repeated three
times with 0.60, 0.00, and -0.60 V as final potential pulse.
Before each experiment, the electrolyte solution was purged
with nitrogen for 20 min, and during the experiment, a nitrogen
flow was maintained above the electrochemical cell. After
oxidation of the PEDOT-coated ITO, a 7% increase in absor-
bance was observed. In contrast, a 25% decrease in the
absorbance was observed after the polymer was undoped. The
state obtained after applying a potential of 0.00 V is remarkably
stable.

2.8. Multiple-State Retention Times of the PEDOT-Coated
ITO. The multiple-bit retention times of the PEDOT-coated ITO
were investigated by applying a triple-potential step, with 3 s
intervals, between 0.60, -0.60, and X Volt, where X is the
potential that generates the memory state (X ) -0.10, 0.00,
0.10., 0.25, and 0.60 V, respectively). After this short cycle was
used to demonstrate reversibility, the evolution of the absor-
bance band at λ ) 630 nm was monitored as a function of time.
Before each experiment, the electrolyte solution was purged
with nitrogen for 20 min, and during the experiment, a nitrogen
flow was maintained above the electrochemical cell. Since five
different potentials were used to generate the different states,
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the obtained data can be arranged in any order to create the
“multistate” memory. In this way, the quaternary and quinary
memory were generated.

2.9. Reproducibility of the Retention Time of the PEDOT-
Coated ITO. The reproducibility of retention time of the PEDOT-
coated ITO was investigated by applying a triple-potential step,
with 3 s intervals, between 0.60, 0.00, and -0.60 and between
0.60, 0.25, and -0.16 V to test the reproducibility of the
memory states in the multistate memory. After these short
cycles, the evolution of the absorbance band at λ ) 630 nm
was monitored as a function of time. This procedure was
repeated five times for each state. Before each experiment, the
electrolyte solution was purged with nitrogen for 20 min, and
during the experiment, a nitrogen flow was maintained above
the electrochemical cell. Note that this data is not normalized
and gives a small drift in the observed absorbance spectra.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As previously reported, it is important to realize that

although the (doped or undoped) PEDOT is inherently
bistable, multiple regions can be generated by addressing
the assembly as a whole (Figure S2, Supporting Information)
(12a). Therefore, one can use the optical output at λ ) 630
nm of the PEDOT-coated ITO to store the multivalued
information, since this is a precise function of the applied
potential (Figures 1A and S1, Supporting Information) (20b).
In this particular case, the output is defined as the ∆A; that
describes the absorbance difference between the undoped
state (Ared) and the partially doped state (Aox) of the PEDOT-
coated ITO. The sigmoidal shape of this function is impor-
tant; differentiation of the sigmoidal fit will produce a normal
distribution centered on the E1/2 of the polymer (Figure 1B).
In this regard, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) is
crucial: A small FWHM value will reduce the number of
attainable memory states since the optical output is very
sensitive toward small changes in the applied potential. In
contrast, a large FWHM value enables one to store many
memory states; however, it requires a broad potential range.
This might be undesirable, as it can lead to an operation
potential, which is impractical with which to work. In
addition, the FWHM also influences the accuracy of the
inputs; a small deviation of the input potential will cause a
large error in the optical output. Obviously, there is a trade-
off between the desired amount of memory states and the
required potential range. For the PEDOT-coated ITO, the
FWHM spans 0.4 V (from -0.20 to 0.20 V), which is

excellent for generating several memory states (vide infra).
Together with an operating potential between -0.60 and
0.60 V, the PEDOT-coated ITO is an ideal platform for storing
information, at low power consumption.

In the following experiments, the presence of an applied
potential is defined as a logical 1, whereas a logical 0 is
defined as the absence of the applied potential (open circuit
condition). The writing of the data occurs when a certain
potential is applied, which results in a change in absorption.
The data are subsequently read as the optical output at λ )
630 nm of the PEDOT-coated ITO on glass, which allows for
a nondestructive read-out. Finally, each state can be over-
written by applying a different potential. To prevent contra-
dicting outputs of our memory device, only one input can
be active at the same time (8).

The above-mentioned principles can be used to mimic
binary latching (flip-flop) memory. Applying a potential pulse
of -0.60 V (logical 1; input I1) results in the undoping of the
PEDOT film and a concurrent increase in the absorbance
value of the band at λ ) 630 nm (state 1). In contrast,
applying a potential pulse of 0.60 V (logical 0; input IN) results
in doping of the PEDOT-coated ITO film, which subsequently
bleaches the band at λ ) 630 nm (state 0). The concomitant
doping and undoping upon applying a series of potential
pulses is illustrated in Figure 2A. The switching time between
the undoped (1) and doped state (0) of the memory is around
500 ms (see Supporting Information, Figure S3). Most
importantly, for completion of the set/reset (SR) flip-flop, it
is essential that the memory should be stable under open
circuit conditions. This was investigated by applying a
double-potential step between-0.60 and 0.60 V, with either
-0.60 or 0.60 V as the final potential pulse. Thereafter, the
evolution of the absorbance band at λ ) 630 nm was
monitored as a function of time, in the absence of any
potential (Figures 4A and S4A-D, Supporting Information).
As indicated, the stability of state 1 (undoped) is high,
although some decrease in absorption is observed due to
doping of the PEDOT, as manifested by the presence of trace
amounts of oxygen. The stability of state 0 (doped) under
open circuit conditions is similar. Therefore, this system can
be best described by an SR flip-flop (Figure 7; input I1 and
IN), with a retention time of 25 min for both states 1 and 0.

FIGURE 1. Optical properties of the PEDOT-coated ITO. (A) Optical response (∆A; Ared - Aox) of the absorbance band, at λ ) 630 nm, as a
function of the voltage. The dashed red line is a sigmoidal fit (R2 ) 0.997), with an inflection point at -0.02 V. (B) Derivative of the sigmoidal
fit and the corresponding full-width at half-maximum (FWHM).
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Although the generation of binary memory is well ex-
plored (the PEDOT is bistable), the formation of ternary
memory is not. Exploration of ternary memory is desirable,
since it is expected that the flip-flap-flop architecture will
eventually replace the flip-flop in SRAM (22). In addition,
base three is also the most efficient system for information
processing (23). Since the PEDOT exhibits low signal-to-
noise ratios and combines high stability with good control
over the optical properties, the generation of balanced
ternary memory devices is possible. For example, three
different absorption states can be generated by choosing
-0.60, 0.00, and 0.60 V as the applied input potentials
(Figure 2B). Applying a potential of -0.60 V (input I1) results
in full undoping of the PEDOT (Figure 2B) and the system
being in state +1. However, applying a potential of 0.00 V
(Input I2) results in a partially doped film, and the system is
in state 0. State -1 can be generated by applying a potential
of 0.60 V (input IN). On average, the switching time between
states takes 350 ms, whereas switching between two states
takes around 500 ms. Moreover, the generated ternary
memory exhibits excellent retention times, where the three
different states can be clearly distinguished, even after 25
min (Figures 4B and S5A-F, Supporting Information). This
behavior is summarized in the characteristics presented in
Table 1 and in the corresponding flip-flap-flop logic circuit
(Figure 7; inputs I1, I2, and IN with N ) 3).

The aforementioned examples of binary and ternary
memory are considered the most important, since they are
closely related to conventional systems. However, if only
data storage is considered, it does not necessarily have to
be limited to three states. In general, the more states that

can be generated, the higher the information density will
become (Figure 3), and fewer amount of digits are required
to represent a given number (22, 24). An additional problem

FIGURE 2. Multiple absorbance states of the PEDOT coated ITO. Optical response of the absorbance band at λ ) 630 nm of the PEDOT-coated
ITO as a function of time, upon applying different multipotential steps with 3 s intervals. (A) Double-potential steps between -0.60 and 0.60
V. (B) Triple-potential steps between -0.60, 0.00, and 0.60 V. (C) Quadruple-potential steps between -0.60, -0.10, 0.15, and 0.60 V. (D)
Quintuple-potential steps between -0.60, -0.15, 0.00, 0.15, and 0.60 V.

Table 1. General Characteristics Table for
Multistate Memory

FIGURE 3. Relative memory increase, compared to binary memory,
by increasing the number of memory states (R), for R ) 2, 3, 4,
and 5.
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is that the individual states need to be distinguished ac-
curately in order to prevent scrambling of the internal
memory.

In this sense, the FWHM of the PEDOT-coated ITO allows
the formation of stable memory that can store four and five
different states. For instance, as a representative example,
four different absorption states can be generated by applying
a continuous potential of -0.60, -0.10, 0.15, or 0.60 V,
respectively (Figure 2C). Similarly, applying a continuous
potential of -0.60, -0.15, 0.00, 0.15, or 0.60 V results in
the formation of five different absorption states (Figure 2D).
As long as the potential is applied, the states are easily
distinguished. However, under open-circuit conditions, the
states cannot be easily distinguished anymore due to the
auto-oxidation of the PEDOT by O2. For the binary and
ternary memory states, this is not a problem, since the ∆A
is sufficiently large. In order to create four- and five-state
memory, however, different potentials should be chosen,
because the full potential range is not appropriate. Close
inspection of Figure 4B indicates that the memory states
generated by potentials >0.00 V are highly stable. Therefore,
in order to achieve high retention times for four- and five-
state memory, it is better to choose the input potentials
between 0.00 and 0.60 V. For example, five different

potentials can be chosen to generate five individual states
that are stable up to 60 min (Figure S6A-J, Supporting
Information). Although, working with a smaller potential
window reduces the ∆A between each state, the individual
memory states have been stabilized. As a consequence, any
of those five potentials can be chosen to create multistate
memory. Although this includes binary and ternary memory,
only for the four- and five-state memory, this does have a
clear advantage. Indeed, when the input potentials are
defined as follows: 0.00 V (input I1), 0.10 V (input I2), 0.25 V
(input I3), and 0.60 V (input IN), four stable memory states
can be generated (Figure 5A). Even after 60 min, the four
states can be easily distinguished.

In terms of molecular logic, we have generated two-,
three- and four-memory states that can be represented by
cross-coupling NOR logic gates. The general logic circuits
consist of interconnected OR logic gates, whose function is
to select and distribute the proper inputs for the cross-
coupled NOR gates (Figure 7). Any multistate memory can
be demonstrated that function with IN inputs, where N is the
number of states. In our case, N ) 2, 3, 4, or 5 to generate
binary, ternary, quaternary, and quinary memory, respec-
tively. It is important to realize that each subsequent addition
of one memory state unto the memory (N increases by 1)

FIGURE 4. Retention times of the binary and ternary memory. Evolution of the absorbance at λ ) 630 nm of the PEDOT-coated ITO, as a
function of time upon applying a multipotential step with 3 s intervals. (A) Binary memory generated by applying a double-potential step
between -0.60 and 0.60 V with -0.60 V as the final pulse (black trace) and 0.60 as the final pulse (red trace). (B) Ternary memory generated
by applying a triple-potential step between -0.60, 0.00, and X V, where X denotes the final pulse that generates the memory state. X )
-0.60 V as the final pulse (black trace); X ) 0.00 V as the final pulse (red trace), and X ) 0.60 V as the final pulse (blue trace).

FIGURE 5. Retention times of the quaternary and quinary memory. Evolution of the absorbance at λ ) 630 nm of the PEDOT-coated ITO, as
a function of time upon applying a multipotential step with 3 s intervals (A) Quaternary memory generated by applying a triple-potential step
between -0.60, 0.00, and X V, where X denotes the final pulse that generates the memory state. X ) 0.00 V (red trace); X ) 0.10 V (blue
trace); X ) 0.25 V (green trace), and X ) 0.60 V (magenta trace). (B) Quinary memory generated by applying a triple-potential step between
-0.60, 0.60, and X V, where X denotes the final pulse that generates the memory state. X ) -0.10 V (black trace); X ) 0.00 V (red trace); X
) 0.10 V (blue trace); X ) 0.25 V (green trace), and X ) 0.60 (magenta trace).
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leads to the functional integration of one extra OR and one
extra cross-coupled NOR gate into the logic circuit. This
functional integration underlies the power of molecular logic
(25), since a single assembly can mimic a complex inte-
grated circuit with many logic gates, without the physical
realization as such.

Similarly, for the formation of stable five-state memory,
the following input potentials could be used: -0.10 V (input
I1), 0.00 V (input I2), 0.10 V (input I3), 0.25 V (input I4), and
0.60 V (input IN). Although the retention times are not as
high, 25 vs 60 min for the four-state memory, it is still
possible to clearly differentiate five stable states (Figure 5B).
This type of memory is equivalent to a five-input latching
circuit that consists of five cross-coupled NOR gates (Table
1 and Figure 7; N ) 5) that operates according to the inputs
in characteristics Table 1. Note that, since we are dealing
with volatile memory (SRAM is volatile) (8), the reported

retention times in this study are excellent and are approach-
ing the retention times reported for state-of-the-art nonvola-
tile memory (10a, 11a).

We demonstrated here that the PEDOT-coated ITO is
capable of differentiating up to five different memory states
and that it is able to store four states with retention times
up to 60 min. Upon applying a potential, the optical proper-
ties can be reversed and are with great stability. However,
memory devices should also be able to store the information
accurately and reproducibly without scrambling the internal
memory states after each write/erase cycle. The reproduc-
ibility of retention times of the PEDOT-coated ITO was
investigated by applying a triple-potential step, with 3 s
intervals, between 0.60, 0.00, and -0.60 V and between
0.60, 0.25, and -060 V to test the reproducibility of the
generated states. After these short cycles, the evolution of
the absorbance band at λ ) 630 nm was monitored as a
function of time (Figure 6). This indicated that each memory
state is highly reproducible. Even after 30 min, the values
only have a standard deviation of 4% compared with the
mean value.

The herein reported PEDOT-coated ITO out performs
our layer-by-layer assembly consisting of osmium poly-
pyridyl complexes cross-linked with PdCl2 (12a). The
FWHM of the molecule-based assembly is 0.17 V (from 0.85
to 1.02 V), which makes operability more complicated, since
the optical output is sensitive toward small variations in the
input potential. Although the switching times are somewhat
slower for the PEDOT-coated ITO (500 vs 180 ms), we are
now able to store four and five states in a static random
access memory-like fashion, which was not possible before.
Interestingly, the retention times of the generated memory
states with the PEDOT-coated ITO are several orders of
magnitude larger than for the molecule-based assembly.
Moreover, it was recently shown that PEDOT could success-
fully be integrated for binary write-once read-many-times
(WORM) memory devices (26). Our findings may expand

FIGURE 6. Reproducibility of the memory states after five consecu-
tive read/write/erase cycles upon applying a triple-potential step for
3 s and subsequent monitoring of the evolution of the absorption
band at λ ) 630 nm. (i) Triple-potential step between -0.60, -0.10,
and 0.60 V with 0.00 V as the final potential pulse (state 1; red
traces). (ii) Triple-potential step between -0.60, 0.25, and 0.60 V
with 0.25 V as the final potential pulse (state 3; blue traces).

FIGURE 7. Generalized memory circuit capable of storing up to N different states in a single setup.
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the scope of memory devices generated by such materials
that can be written/read many times in a multistate
fashion.

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown that the properties of

PEDOT such as good ON/OFF ratios, high stability, and
excellent FWHM can be utilized for fabricating memory
elements that can store multivalued digits in a single as-
sembly. Interstate switching times are moderate to fast and
are dependent on the number of states. Moreover, the
function of the memory can easily be reconfigured just by
changing the number of input potentials. Interestingly, these
memory functions can be represented by highly complex
logic circuits in the form of cross-coupled NOR gates (flip-
flops). Each successive addition of one memory state leads
to the functional integration of one extra cross-coupled NOR
gate into the circuit. This functional integration of logic gates
underscores the importance of molecular logic, since it
allows the mimicking of whole integrated circuits without
the physical realization. In addition, the optical read-out is
instantaneous and nondestructive. Moreover, it was recently
reported that the redox-active assemblies on solid support
could be used for the formation of an entirely electrical flip-
flops (27). The easy access and the availability of established
procedures for integrating this polymer into solid-state
devices makes it an attractive candidate for HDDS that is
entirely electrical.
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